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immediate action, –
throughaction, , –, , , –
word action, –

Meyerhold friendship with, xi
Old Believer Orthodoxy as influence on, xi
Orthodoxy of, , –, , –
spiritual practices, , –
as stage actor, –
on stage creativity, 
on stage design, , –
on the subconscious, –, –
on the superconscious, –
Tchaikovsky and, 
Tolstoy as influence on, xi
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Tortsov (teacher/creator) and, , , ,
–

on the unconscious, –
on visualization, 
‘ya yesm’ for, –
yoga for, 

Stanislavsky, Konstantin, works of
An Actor’s Work on a Role, –
An Actor’s Work on Himself, Part One, –, ,

, 
English translation of, , –

An Actor’s Work on Himself, Part Two, –, ,
, 

English translation of, , –
My Life in Art, –, –, , –

Stanislavsky in Focus (Carnicke), 
star system, in Imperial Theatres, 
State Jewish Theatre, –
state theatres

nationalization of, –
propaganda through, –

Stein, Peter, 
Steiner, Rudolf, 
The Storming of the Winter Palace, –, 
Strasberg, Lee, 

Method acting theory and, 
Stravinsky, Igor, 
Strehler, Giorgio, ix–x, 
Strindberg, August, 
Student Studio, . See also Third Studio
‘studists’

at Second Studio, –
at Third Studio, –

the subconscious, Stanislavsky on, –,
–

Sudakov, Ilya, , 
Sudbinin, Serafim, 
The Suicide (Erdman), –
Sulerzhitsky, Leopold, xi, –, , –,

, –, –, , , ,
–. See also First Studio

on affective memory, –
on improvisation, –
Orthodoxy of, 

The Sunken Bell (Hauptmann), –
the superconscious, –
Sushkevich, Boris, –, –, 
Symbolists, , –
‘synthetic’ theatre, –
System of acting, for Stanislavsky, –,

–

discipline in, –
in ensemble theatre, –
ethics in, –, 
etudes in, –, , , , , , ,

, , , 

‘fantastic realism’ and, 
in First Studio, –
foundational points of, –
four elements of, –
method of physical action and, –, –, –
‘nature’ and, –
for opera, 
Opera-Dramatic Studio and, –
organic creative nature and, 
practical purpose of, xi
theatre of emotional experiencing and, –
yoga and, 

Tagore, Rabindranath, –
Taïrov, Aleksandr, –
Fourth Studio and, 

Talashkino community, 
The Tale of Ivan the Fool and his Brothers

(Tolstoy, Lev), 
Tarasova, Alla, 
Tatarinov, Vladimir, 
Taylor, Frederick Winslow, 
Taylorism, 
Tchaikovsky, Pyotr, , –
Tcherkasski, Sergei, –, –
The Teacher Bubus (Fayko), 
teachers, at Bolshoy Opera Studio, –
Telesheva, Yelena, 
Telyakovsky, V. A., 
Telyatinki community, –
Tenisheva (Princess), 
Théâtre du Soleil, , 
Théâtre du Vieux Colombier, 
Theatre for Young People, 
Théâtre Libre, 
Théâtre National Populaire, –
‘theatre of death,’ 
theatre of emotional experiencing, –
actors in, –
spectators in, 
System of acting and, –

theatre of representation, 
Theatre of Worker Youth (TRAM), –
MAT opposed by, xi

‘theatre-church,’ ensemble theatre as, –
theatre-studio, –
theatrical theatre, –
‘theatricality,’ 
Theory of the Development of a Stage Show

(Smyshlyayev), –
theosophists, 
Third Studio, , –
development of, 
‘studists’ in, –

The Three Sisters (Chekhov, Anton), –,
–, –
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throughaction, , –, , –
Tolstoy, Aleksey, , –
Tolstoy, Lev, xi, , , , 

on art, –
MAT and, –

Tolstoy, Sofya, 
Toporkov, Vasily, –
Tortsov (teacher/creator), , , , –
Tovstonogov, Georgy, 
TRAM. See Theatre of Worker Youth
Tree, Herbert Beerbohm, –
Trench, Herbert, –
Tretyakov, Pavel, 
Tretyakov, Sergey, , 
Trotsky, Lev, –
Tsar Fyodor Ionnovich (Tolstoy, Aleksey), , –
Turgenev, Ivan, –, –, , –
Two Orphans (d’Ennery and Cormon), –

Udaltsova, Zinaïda, –, 
Uncle Vanya (Chekhov, Anton), –, –,

–

the unconscious, –
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR), 

ensemble theatre in, –
First Five Year Plan in, 
socialism in, 
Taylorism in, 

United States (US)
Stanislavsky legacy in, –
theatre audiences in, Stanislavsky on, –

Untilovsk (Leonov), 
Uriel Costa (Gutskow), –
US. See United States
Uspenskaya, Maria, , 
USSR. See Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Utopian communities

Abramtsevo commune
collective goals of, 
cross-arts explorations in, x
Mamontov and, –
Stanislavsky at, 

ensemble theatre as, –
First Studio as, –
Pushkino, , 
sobornost and, 
Talashkino community, 
Telyatinki community, –
Yasnaya Polyana community, –
Yevpatoria community, –, 

Vakhtangov, Yevgeny, xi, , –, –,
, –. See also Third Studio

‘fantastic realism’ of, 

Vasilyev, Anatoly, x, –, –, –
Vasnetsov, Apollinary, –, 
Vasnetsov, Viktor, –, –
Verhaeren, Emile, 
Vershilov, Boris, 
Victory Over the Sun (Kruchenykh), 
Le Vieux Colombier, –
Vilar, Jean, –
The Village of Stepanchikovo (Dostoyevsky), ,



Vinogradskaya, Irina, , 
visualization, , , 
Volkenstein, Vladimir, –
Volkostrelov, Dmitry, 
von Hartmann, Edouard, 
Vrubel, Mikhaïl, –, –, 
Vyakhireva, V. A., 

The Wayfarers (Volkenstein), –
Weigel, Helene, –
Wells, H. G., –
Werther (Massenet), 
What is Art? (Tolstoy, Lev), 
The White Guard (Bulgakov), 
White Nights (Dostoyevsky), 
Whyman, Rose, –
Wilde, Oscar, 
Wilson, Robert, ix–x
The Wooster Group, 
word action, –
World of Art, x
The World of Art (Diaghilev, journal), –
The Wreck of the ‘Hope’ (Hejermans), –

‘ya yesm’ (‘I am’), , –, 
Yagoda, Genrikh, 
Yasnaya Polyana community, –
Yefremov, Oleg, 
Yelizaveta Petrovna (Smolin), 
Yermilov, Vladimir, 
Yevgeny Onegin (Tchaikovsky), –
Yevpatoria community, –, 
yoga, 

First Studio and, –
for Stanislavsky, 
System of acting and, 

Zagorsky, Mikhaïl, 
Zatvornik, Feofan, –
Zavadsky, Yury, –, 
Zhenovach, Sergey, –
Zola, Émile, 
Zon, Boris, –, –, –
Zuyeva, Anastasiya, –
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